12 velocities (<10 km/s), the characteristics of the shockwave propagation and, hence, the derived 13 scaling laws are poorly known for these low velocity impacts. Here, we use iSALE-2D 14 hydrocode simulations to calculate shock pressure and particle velocity in a Mars type body for 15 impact velocities ranging from 4 to 10 km/s. Large impactors of 100 to 400 km in diameter, 16 comparable to those impacted on Mars and created giant impact basins, are examined. To better 17 represent the power law distribution of shock pressure and particle velocity as functions of 18 distance from the impact site at the surface, we propose three distinct regions in the mantle: a 19 near field regime, which extends to 1-3 times the projectile radius into the target, where the peak 20 shock pressure and particle velocity decay very slowly with increasing distance, a mid field 21 region, which extends to ~ 4.5 times the impactor radius, where the pressure and particle velocity 22 decay exponentially but moderately, and a more distant far field region where the pressure and 23 particle velocity decay strongly with distance. These scaling laws are useful to determine impact 24 heating of a growing proto-planet by numerous accreting bodies. 
decay exponentially but moderately, and a more distant far field region where the pressure and 23 particle velocity decay strongly with distance. These scaling laws are useful to determine impact 24 heating of a growing proto-planet by numerous accreting bodies. 
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The impact-induced shock pressure inside a planet has been investigated by numerically solving The hydrocode models we have calculated are described in the first section, while the second 102 section presents the scaling laws derived from the hydrocode models. The concluding remarks 103 are relegated to the third section.
105
Hydrocode models of shock pressure distribution:
The huge number of impacts during accretion makes it impractical to consider oblique impacts. 
126
In our models, the impactor was simplified to a spherical body of radius R imp with uniform 127 composition while the target was simplified to a two layers spherical body of radius R and an
128
iron core radius of R core . The silicate mantle has a thickness of δ m (See Table 1 In Fig. 3 , we monitor the peak pressure as a function of the distance from the impact site d
167
normalized by the impactor radius R imp along the symmetry axis for the case illustrated in Fig. 2 .
168
In our iSALE models, the impact-induced pressure fields (as well as temperature and velocity 
176
(a resolution of 20 cppr appears to underestimate peak shock pressures by at most 10%). The 177 resolution is 25 cppr or higher in our models.
178
In Pierazzo et al., [1997] , the impactor radius ranged between 0.2 and 10 km. In growing Mars would be formidable if hydrocode simulation is adopted for each impact.
203
Because the impact-induced shock pressure P and particle velocity V p inside a planetary mantle 204 decease monotonically with distance from the impact side, simple exponential functions have 205 been proposed to estimate peak pressure and particle velocity in the mantle of an impacted body.
206
Solving the shock dynamic equations by a finite difference technique for silicate target and shock front which is taken to be a shell of constant thickness. Using several different target 222 materials, and adopting hydrocode simulations Pierazzo et al. [1997] showed that the shock 223 pressure P and particle velocity V p decrease slowly in the near field zone, but rapidly in the 224 deeper region,
The authors coined an isobaric zone of shock pressure P ic and particle velocity V pic for the near In a log-log plot the peak shock pressure and the corresponding particle velocity are linear 235 functions of distance from the impact site,
238
where a is the logarithm of pressure and c is the logarithm of particle velocity both at R imp and n 241 and m are decay factors. All parameters are impact velocity dependent: 
Figure 4 shows the peak shock pressure inside the mantle of the model planet we obtained by 251 hydrocode simulation and using a projectile of 100 km diameter at 10 km/s impact velocity.
252
There is actually no isobaric region, rather the peak pressure decays slowly in the near field zone Figure 5a shows that the depth to the mid field -far field boundary is almost 282 independent of the pressure. It is at about 4.5 R imp (~225 km) from the impact site.
284
We propose three scaling laws for shock pressure, and three for particle velocity: The shock pressure along a non-vertical profile is not supposed to be the same as the one along a by reducing its intensity (Fig. 8 a) . Except in the mid field, where the n value decreases from -0.6 348 to -1.31, and in the far field, where the a value decreases from 2.54 to 1.93, the coefficients a and 349 n from our scaling laws do not change significantly with the angle (Fig. 8 b) . This is particularly that it is feasible to determine impact heating during the accretion of a terrestrial planet using 365 scaling laws, whereas it is almost impossible to adopt hydrocode simulations for that purpose. 
with P the shock-increased pressure and ρ 0 the density prior to shock compression (see Tab. 1 for   386 values).
388
Due to small size the impactor is not capable of increasing the lower mantle temperature of the 389 model planet significantly, and only minor impact heating of the core has occurred. The thermal 390 evolution model has to be combined to a topographical evolution model to account for the 391 growth of the protoplanet as in Monteux et al., [2014] . In these models, the impact angle
392
(considered here as vertical) probably plays a key role because it influences both the morphology 393 of the impact heating and the shape of the post-impact topography. A more elaborated scaling 394 laws built upon 3D hydrocode models will be developed for that purpose in the near future. where C is the acoustic velocity and S is a constant parameter. We estimate the acoustic velocity 410 in the mantle of the model planet on the basis of our hydrocode models (Figure 5a , 5b) using 411 Equation (10) and the Hugoniot equation
where ρ (=3320 kg/m 3 ) is the pre-shock density. Figure 11 shows the variations of C with depth
416
for models with impact velocities of 4 to 10 km/s and an impactor of 100 km diameter, using Kokubo, E. and S. Ida, (1996 where the pressure P is in GPa, the particle velocity V p is in km/s, d is the distance from the 598 impact site at the surface, and R imp is the impactor radius. a and c are the logarithm of pressure
599
and particle velocity at the distance R imp from the impact site, and n and m are the decay 600 exponents of pressure and particle velocity with distance from the impact site. a, c, n and m are 601 impact velocity dependent: 
683
The dashed lines illustrate the core-mantle boundary. have used a and n, while α, β, λ and δ are used in the interpolated model, see Table 2 . 
